»->» log pn
The purpose of this paper is to combine the methods used in two earlier papers1 in order to prove the following theorem.
Theorem. as done in equation (6.7) of II; here 7 is a positive constant which may be taken to be 2.
Let ö)(y) be the number of prime pairs p, p' which satisfy
where v is an integer. We suppose that h, k, m, n and r are integers such that, for some positive A\, A2 independent of N,
Ai log TV < 2k/3 < k < k < A2\og N,
0 iZ m < n < A2 log N, r = k -h.
The letters a, c, a, ß denote positive numbers independent of 7Y, and we write 
This follows easily from (9) and (11), and we omit the proof. It is in this lemma that the restriction k -r = h>2k/3 made in (5) is used.
Lemma 2.
Here ju(g) is the Möbius function, 6(q) is Euler's function, and D is defined by (7).
It follows from the well known relation Z e*""" = Z * (4)
By a straightforward reduction the first term on the right may be shown to equal
See, for example, § §3.21-3.23 of [l] . Since l/<p(n) =0(w_1 log log n), the second term on the right is o/x-Hlog log X)2 II (P-1)1 = 0{xX-i(log log X)2}.
Lemma 3. 7/ s = 0 and *j independent of N, then £ "* II (^4) = £>£"• + 0{ (log TV)'(log log AO*}.
The proof is similar to that of the lemma in III. We suppose that d is any product £«,/?, JU2 (9) lSaSX «S(?)
• Z Z £(")e4T<'//9 4-o(7Y log2 TV).
The proof of this is similar in every respect to the proof of (4.1) and (6.8) of II, except that ^(i)) is defined by (10) and is not e fM*(2r) < t--e £W + 0\--(log log N)'\ r-k-r (log N)2 r-k-r Uog A" )
2\a2r2N ( A7 ) + °{ioi^(IOgl0gM (log N) since r = 0(log N).
Accordingly, if we make the assumption that «(2j»)=0 for all v<h=k-r we have, from (13) and (14), that
We now take a = l, ß = 2l,t, and put (2) and (18)), can be replaced by smaller values.
